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Economic Takeoff and Social Change, c. 1000–1300

things, especially the exotic spices that were so important in medieval medicine and
diet, the ﬁne silks that were so coveted in medieval courts, and the hitherto lost writings
(lost in the West) of Aristotle and other ancient authors that would transform medieval
scholarship. As medieval Europe came of age during these centuries, it grew among
neighbors who were still wise and rich and able, sometimes willingly and sometimes
not, to share. From techniques of irrigation to love poetry and philosophical speculation,
this shared inheritance enlivened medieval Europe.

A

GRICULTURAL

REVOLUTION

The climate was kind to Europeans in the central years of the Middle Ages, especially to
those who lived to the north. Between roughly 800 and 1300, Europe was less rainy and
warmer by several degrees than it had been previously or is now. The summer growing
season was longer, and vineyards ﬂourished some 300 miles farther north than they do
today. Marshes and bogs receded, and seafarers on the North Atlantic encountered less
ice and milder storms.
Historians are not sure what caused this improvement, but we are sure about the
results. Better weather was one of several factors that encouraged the growth of the
European economy between 1000 and 1300 (see Timeline 6.2). During these centuries,
peasants dramatically increased their yield per acre, and they began to use weekly or
monthly markets to sell their surplus food and purchase tools, cloth, and other goods
that they no longer had to produce themselves. Townspeople and towns proliferated
with the expansion of trade and industry. Nobles and knights experienced a dramatic
transformation in taste and style, moving from grim, square towers ﬁlled with rough
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